BIRDING ABROAD LTD
CYPRUS – 6 to 13 APRIL 2022
Birding Abroad enjoyed a week-long tour to Cyprus in April 2022. Participants were
Wendy Black, Nicholas Branson, Peter Clarke, Richard Collis, Jean Cook, Mark
Dillingham, Peter Greaves, Peter and Mary Henderson and Jenny Symes with Lance
and Nick as the Birding Abroad tour leaders. Our stay in Cyprus was timed to coincide
with the peak of the spring migration, when the island plays host to a multitude of
species flying north over the eastern Mediterranean en-route to the European
mainland. We also aimed to see the three endemic breeding species on the island;
Cyprus Wheatear, Cyprus Warbler and the most shy and difficult to locate of the three,
Cyprus Scops-owl. We were based near Paphos for the first four nights of the tour,
followed by three nights near Larnaca. The group enjoyed soaking up some welcome
spring sunshine.

Wednesday 6 April – Group members flew out to Paphos on morning flights from four
different UK airports; Bournemouth, Doncaster, Gatwick and Manchester. Participants
were shuttled the short distance to our first hotel as and when they arrrived, the
whole group eventually united by early evening. Our accommodation, a vine-covered
stone building, with traditional decor, was set on the edge of the Diarizos valley,
affording good access to some nice birding habitat. So, it was here that we took our
first short stroll to unwind and begin to acclimatise to the local avian community which
included a few Chukar, Long-legged Buzzard, overflying Alpine Swifts, Common
Hoopoe, several Sardinian Warblers, and two Black-eared Wheatears. Not a bad start!
It was nice to see Barn Swallows and Northern House Martins flying around, clear
indicators that spring was well underway. As we assembled for drinks and our evening
meal the call of a Cyprus Scops-owl carried in the evening air. A sumptuous, homecooked souvlaki and a glass or two later we were all ready for bed, with the
expectation of some excellent birding ahead.

Thursday 7 April – We all awoke early as the spring light streamed in and the Barn
Swallows were noisily attending their nests outside our rooms. A short pre-breakfast
stroll brought views of Great Spotted Cuckoo on the hillside for some of the group, a
territorial Great Reed Warbler which was seen daily thereafter, and amongst the many
House Sparrows around the accommodation were at least ten magnificent male
Spanish Sparrows. As well as Eurasian Collared-doves, we were surprised to find that
the gardens hosted several pairs of Laughing Doves. Throughout the trip we were to
see these birds with some frequency in lowland sites visited, and learned that since
our last visit to Cyprus in 2018 the species had become much more widespread as a
colonist across the island.

Star bird of the morning was a Cyprus Scops-owl, which sat obligingly close in a
tamarisk, giving us all fantastic views of this prized endemic, as shown below.

Breakfast was taken at 7:30 am after which we travelled to Paphos Headland
Archaeological Site, a World Heritage Site, and for birders a well-known migrant hot
spot only half an hour drive away. After climbing a long series of steps, we found a
habitat of wildflowers and scrub criss-crossed by sandy tracks and interspersed with
Roman ruins and mosaics, plus low walls, gardens and some taller trees. There wasn’t
much cover from the sun, but the sea breeze tempered the heat. Being a historical
site, the number of tourists increased as the morning progressed.
Purple Herons were clearly on the move, with several small parties arriving in-off the
sea as well as a group of 12 Black-crowned Night-herons. On the sandy tracks, close
views of Common Hoopoe and Crested Larks, with Zitting Cisticolas calling all around.
The ruins are favoured by wheatear species, with six Northern, four Isabelline and six
Black-eared (including two fine males) being seen during the course of the morning. A
few Greater Short-toed Larks and Red-throated Pipits frequented the grassy areas,
mostly out of view, but calling as they moved around. Flocks of ‘flava’ wagtails fed
hungrily in the grass, with over 150 ‘black-headed’ being the most numerous, followed
by ten ‘blue-headed’. A couple of nice Swallowtail butterflies glided by and Orange Tip
and both Large and Small Whites were also noted. Several Common Swifts flew over,
as did a handful of Red-rumped Swallows, a species everyone always enjoys. Sardinian
Warblers were the most numerous warblers followed by Eurasian Blackcaps, Common
Whitethroat and a single Lesser Whitethroat. Amongst the shade of a line of trees
were several Common Redstarts including a lovely male of the race samamiscus or
Ehrenberg’s Redstart, with its distinctive white wing panel. Three Whinchats were
present, as well as a couple of Meadow Pipits, several Tree Pipits, and four each of
Ortolan and Cretzschmar’s Buntings.

Cretzschmar’s Buntings were seen almost daily.

As we rested and had our picnic lunch, a Common Kestrel plucked away at an
unfortunate male Black-headed Wagtail, a reminder of just one of the hazards of
migration. We were able to spend a little time looking at the remains of the Roman
amphitheatre and the array of mosaics housed in a bespoke building. Having
completed our circuit of the archaeological site we paused for drinks at a Paphos café
overlooking the sea, enjoying a welcome break on the palm-fringed beach front.
By mid-afternoon, we moved on to Mandria, a much smaller resort, a journey of
around ten minutes. The habitat between the resort and the beach is a mixture of
agricultural fields and scrub. A short stop looking down one of the tracks produced a
pair of very confiding Black Francolins, the sunlight catching the male’s lovely subtle
colours. We were to hear this species regularly wherever we went, their ‘Punch and
Judy’ “that’s the way to do it” calls becoming quite familiar. At the car park for the
birding trail at Mandria, we were alerted by another birder to the presence of a small
owl roosting in a beach side tamarisk. Scrutiny of the bird led us to the conclusion that
this was not one of the resident Cyprus Scops-owls, but rather a migratory Eurasian
Scops-owl, pausing on its journey north. Quite a scarcity in Cyprus, the bird was well
visited by birders over the next few hours as word spread.

We were lucky to see both scops-owl in broad daylight, here the Eurasian
From the car park we walked along a track adjacent to the beach noting several
Northern and Isabelline Wheatears, a small flock of Greater Short-toed Larks and four
Tawny Pipits. Fly-by groups of Lesser Black-backed Gulls, here of the Baltic Gull fuscus
variety, a lone European Shag and 15 Garganey were also noted. A Woodchat Shrike
and a stunning male Ruppell’s Warbler put on a show as we returned to the vehicles.
The latter is an early migrant through Cyprus, occurring more typically in March, so

this was the first of only two we saw during our trip. Our last call of the day was a few
miles away at Agia Varvara, a valley used mainly for agriculture, but hosting a stream
and a few settling beds or water holes used for irrigation. We checked for ‘crakes’ but
without luck though we did see Common Cuckoo, European Turtle-dove, a few Wood
Sandpipers, Eurasian Buzzard and Corn Buntings. It had been a successful and
enjoyable day and we returned to our hotel for pre-dinner drinks and then a tasty
moussaka evening meal.
Friday 8 April – Breakfast was at again at 07:30 enabling those early risers to have a
walk locally, when two Great Spotted Cuckoos were seen close to the hotel. After
breakfast we called in again at Agia Varvara for another look at the small pools, but
we had no luck with any small crakes. Common Snipe, Common Sandpiper and
Common Kingfisher all put in appearances, and a Savi’s Warbler sang from the reeds
but kept stubbornly hidden. Perhaps our best sighting, in modern terms at least, was
of ten European Turtle-doves sitting together on wires together – something
extremely unlikely in the UK these days. The wind was cooler this morning and for a
few minutes we were surrounded by a flock of 15 or so low flying Red-rumped
Swallows taking insects just above the riverain vegetation. Information came through
that some Blue-cheeked Bee-eaters had been seen at Mandria, so this was our next
stop. Scanning telegraph wires unfortunately didn’t reveal any bee-eaters, but three
Red-throated Pipits made some recompense, all revealing their stunning summer
colours. Nearby a rough field yielded two close Eurasian Thick-knees and later two
quite stunning Spur-winged Plovers as we searched in vain for the bee-eaters. Green
and Wood Sandpipers fed alongside each other at a small stagnant pool with a Ruff
for company. We had our picnic lunch at Mandria followed by a coffee al fresco in the
warm sun in the nearby village. Moving to the Asprokremmos Dam we checked the
scrub on the gravel plain and enjoyed quite magnificent views of four different male
Cyprus Warblers, all in fluent song, as shown below.

This meant two of the three endemic species was now under the belt. This lovely
warbler is closely related to Sardinian Warbler, the latter appearing to be the more
dominant, and in recent times the range of the Cyprus Warbler on the island has
become more restricted as the Sardinian has expanded its range. A female harrier gave
the briefest of views as it scooted over the hillside, and had to be left as unidentified.
We concluded the day’s birding with a stop at the small pine plantation adjacent to
the dam itself. Here the sheltered trees harboured several prized migrants including a
male Semi-collared Flycatcher and a female Collared Flycatcher. At times it seemed a
real birding identification workshop was ongoing, as more bird watchers arrived and
discussed the finer points of the bird’s identity. Up to eight Wood Warblers were also
feeding here, as well as six Eastern Bonelli’s Warblers, always a lovely bird to watch.
The day was done, so we headed back to our hotel for another lovely meal, drinks and
birding banter.
Saturday 9 April – The usual pre-breakfast stroll again produced the two Great Spotted
Cuckoos, pictured below.

Today we headed for the Troodos Mountains. Following the Diarizos valley road, we
climbed steadily through attractive hamlets and villages with hillsides adorned with
vines. Goat herds and beehives were commonplace on the hillsides as we followed the
winding road stopping en-route at a reliable site we know for Cyprus Wheatear and
were duly rewarded with at least four singing males. All remarked that their buzzing
insect-like song is quite unusual for a wheatear. Our stop and short walk also came up
trumps for both Masked Shrike, a lovely male sitting out in the sunshine, and Eastern
Olivaceous Warbler, with two territorial singing males eventually showing. Once at the
summit of the Trodos village, we enjoyed a walk around open areas with the scent of
pine in the air. Flocks of Common Swifts screeched by in the azure blue sky, and with

careful checking, several Pallid Swifts were also noted. Cyprus endemic subspecies
were our targets in this area, and we quickly found a Eurasian Jay of the race glaszneri,
which was busy searching the village litter bins! Through the morning, two more
appeared. Our main quest though, was to find Short-toed Treecreeper, here of the
island endemic race dorotheae, which is regarded as a possible future split. Walking
slowly along a trail in the cool of the pines, where there was still some winter snow
lying on the ground, a patient approach eventually produced great views of two birds.
One came particularly close, creeping along the branches and trunk of trees.

The endemic race of Short-toed Treecreeper dorotheae
Coal Tits, here of the endemic race cypriotes were common, their song sometimes
reminiscent of a Pied Flycatcher to our ears. The chipping tones of a passing group of
Common Crossbills was heard, but none were seen during our brief stay. European
Serins are frequently encountered around these upland villages, and it was in one of
these, Platres, that we had a relaxing lunch at the local trout farm restaurant. The
stream alongside our tables was favoured by a Grey Wagtail and Northern Wrens were
in fine song. A Clouded Yellow was added to the trip butterfly list.
We set off back down the road towards the coast as soon as our lunch had settled,
with the temperature being a pleasant 22 degrees C. Another pair of Masked Shrikes
was observed at close quarters and a lovely male Cretzschmar’s Bunting was singing
in a small clearing. We stopped to watch and listen to this quite special bunting.
Hoping for a Bonelli’s Eagle along the way, we scanned the hillsides and valleys, but
were out of luck this time with just a soaring Long-legged Buzzard seen.
Communication between birders on the island at this time of year is important –
nobody wants to miss the big one! We heard via the grapevine that a large flock of

Blue-cheeked Bee-eaters were again sitting on the wires near Mandria, so off we set
and thankfully the birds had stayed put, some 51 at least putting on fabulous show as
they swooped across the sunny fields, catching their prey. Gradually they edged closer
and closer, their wonderful colours catching the afternoon light and their calls filling
the air. A truly memorable sight.

A few of the team then returned to the dam to have another look at the Semi-collared
and Collared Flycatchers, whilst others decided to look through the flava wagtails of
which there were a few hundred in the fields. A couple of fine males of the superciliaris
inter-grade were watched, alongside the many feldegg and flava, with of course some
rather more indeterminate female types.
We all convened at the hotel for a rest, drinks and another very agreeable evening
meal, accompanied for some by a couple of shots of the local sweet brandy.
Sunday 10 April – After breakfast we had to bid our hosts farewell, as we set off for a
day of travelling, heading east towards Larnaca along the coastal highway.
After around twenty minutes we took a side road to examine a scrubby hillside for
Cyprus Warbler. We very quickly found a couple of singing males, enabling us to
consolidate our views of the previous days. Our route then took us passed the British
military base at Episkopi where we stopped for a short walk at Kensington Cliffs, a
known site for the few Eurasian Griffon Vultures left on the island. We had just one
Griffon, the only one of the trip, stubbornly sitting on the cliff edge rather than soaring.
A Short-eared Owl glided in-off the sea and over the cliff tops but soon disappeared.

By late morning we were back on route and then ten minutes later we stopped once
more at Kourion, an archaeological site a few kilometres west of Limassol. The site,
which is listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site, has a very impressive Greco-Roman
theatre plus architectural remains dating from as early as 300BC to 650AD. The group
spread out over the site, which covers a large area. Here a Common Nightingale broke
into song and 10 Ortolan Buntings were scattered through the grounds, a fine example
shown below.

Given the availability of benches and shelter from the sun, we took the opportunity to
eat our packed lunches near to the visitor centre. A pair of Peregrine Falcons used a
pylon across the valley as their observation platform.
After lunch we left Kourion and headed for the Akrotiri coastal plain and the Phassouri
reed beds where we arrived twenty minutes later. The temperature had crept up and
it was 22 degrees centigrade by now. Remarkably we found yet more Blue-cheeked
Bee-eaters, this time a flock of 12 using the reeds as perches from which to undertake
their insect catching sorties. For comparison, a small flock of European Bee-eaters
were also here, the greens and blue/yellows of both species catching the sun
splendidly. We followed a short track to a hide that overlooks a small pool. Here a few
new species were added to the trip list, with four each of Common Teal and Squacco
Heron, 10 Cattle Egret and 20 Little Egret and 15 Great Egrets. Several serpent-like
Purple Herons showed at close quarters and at least 30 Glossy Ibis were out on the
marsh. Our first Western Marsh-harriers ghosted over the reedbeds, where a single
Collared Pratincole flew back and forth. A lone dragonfly with a distinctive blue band
around the first few segments of its abdomen, was considered to be a Lesser Emperor.
Our drive then took us on a circular route of the gravel pits and salt pans of Akrotiri.
The extensive salicornia covered flats had been graced in the previous few days by the

presence of a Demoiselle Crane, presumably an individual left behind by one of the
passing flocks which occasionally use Cyprus as a staging area each March. Careful
scanning of the area soon produced the bird, and we all enjoyed great views as it fed
and to our eyes at least, looked fit and well. The nearby salt pans are quite
inhospitable and dry for the most part, but the creeks at Lady’s Mile a little further on
held water and we paused briefly to check out the waders, which included 50 Kentish
Plover, 25 Ruff, two Curlew Sandpiper, 110 Little Stint and two Greenshank. The pink
hue of some 250 Greater Flamingos reflected in the water as we concluded the day’s
birding.
As well as birds, Cyprus hosts several endemic butterflies. So, it was rewarding when
some of the group located a few Paphos Blue butterflies, their distinctive underwing
pattern enabling us to be confident of the identification.

We arrived at our hotel on the eastern side of Larnaca an hour later at just after 6.00
pm and after checking in headed for the hotel bar and restaurant where we enjoyed
a nice meal and completed the daily log.
Monday 11 April - Breakfast was at the usual 7:30 after which we set off for Cape
Greco. We took the motorway, which bypassed Ayia Napa en-route, for a 30-minutes’
drive to pretty Cape Greco where we spent the whole morning. Leaving the vehicles
safely parked, we set off to explore the varied range of habitats which fringe the cape
here. A great start was made with the discovery of a singing male Eastern Orphean
Warbler, which moved regularly between low bushes, initially skulking, before
eventually coming out and showing nicely in the morning sun. A lone Eurasian Crag
Martin flew by the rocky hillside, where several Chukars perched out in the open and
a fine male Woodchat Shrike sat atop a bush. With perseverance we gradually built up

a notable selection of warblers, the most showy and numerous being Eurasian
Blackcaps and Sardinian Warblers numbering 12 each, followed by Lesser Whitethroat
on four, Eastern Olivaceous two and a male Spectacled Warbler on breeding territory.
Sheltered areas of scrub offered nice feeding areas for a female Collared Flycatcher,
whilst elsewhere two Whinchats, a female Stonechat and a fleeting Common
Nightingale which disappeared almost as soon as it was seen. Cape Greco is a favoured
spot for the wheatear family, and our walk yielded three Northern, a single Isabelline
and a female Black-eared as well as six Cyprus Wheatears.
The final endemic to show was the Cyprus Wheatear, which proved to be fairly
common in the right habitat

Two Cretzschmar’s Buntings completed the highlights of our walk.
The coastal vista here is quite enchanting, with sparkling blue seas and rocky
promontories covered in wildflowers; such a splendid and uncrowded place for a
morning’s natural history walk.
We headed off for lunch stopping only briefly for a look at the sea near Konnoe Beach,
but Audouin’s Gull which we had hoped to see here didn’t show. A male Ruppell’s
Warbler was however a very nice bonus.
A welcome restful lunch hour was taken in the nearby resort of Paralimni with the sun
shining on us and the other holiday makers.
Our final exploration of the afternoon was around the fringes of Paralimni Lake. Both
Red-crested Pochard, including a pair with seven young chicks, and 10 Ferruginous
Ducks were new for the list. Settled in the little bays were 12 Garganey and more
Common Teal with a single Northern Shoveler. A selection of heron species added to

the variety though it was the waders which attracted most attention with 80 Ruff, 20
Little Stint, 20 Wood Sandpiper and four Marsh Sandpiper.
By 6.00 pm we were back at the hotel, where once again we enjoyed a lovely meal and
drinks whilst we completed the log.
Tuesday 12 April – After a nice breakfast on the hotel terrace, we embarked on our
last full day, the first stop being at Oroklini Lake just a few miles from our hotel. We
viewed from two raised hides, one at each end of the lake, as several Black-winged
Stilts waded around Greater Flamingos, and Northern Shovelers and Red-crested
Pochards added to the colourful scene.

Adding a splash of colour to Oroklini, Greater Flamingo

Later, we drove to the Larnaca Salt Lake pools, where from another raised hide we
enjoyed a Garganey fest with 50 of these fabulous ducks dabbling on the water just in
front of us, a few even uttering their croaking spring calls. Two Ruddy Shelduck resting
at the water’s edge were new for the tour as was a thunbergi race Western Yellow
Wagtail, showing its classic ‘grey-headed’ features. Nearby in a grassy field 11 Redthroated Pipits were feeding, the subtle brick-red shades of their summer plumage
clearly visible. Perhaps the most impressive sighting of the morning was several flocks
of Purple Herons totalling 164 birds flying east, clearly on the move at height over the
island.
We followed the coast road around to Spiro’s Pool on the beach. A large flock of Ruff,
estimated at 700 strong was impressive as was the 50 or so Wood Sandpipers, whilst
new species for the trip, perhaps surprisingly, included Black-tailed Godwit, Sanderling
and Dunlin. Little Terns flew noisily around one of the lagoons, where Common
Shelduck was another trip addition. Lunch was taken in a roadside café for

convenience, followed by a look around the Spiro’s beach area where the trees
provided shelter for a very confiding Common Nightingale which gave amazing views
as well as four Collared and two Pied Flycatchers.

Notice the brown wings of this first-summer male Collared Flycatcher

The salincornia scrub again produced a Spectacled Warbler and a couple of Painted
Lady butterflies were recorded.
Our final birding stop of the day was at the large Larnaca Salt Lake, where a group of
35 Slender-billed Gulls were settled, feeding phalarope-like out on the water. Greater
Flamingos were everywhere, a day total of 1200 being recorded.
Our final dinner of the tour was again taken in the hotel restaurant where we enjoyed
a fine meal and a few drinks, to toast another great trip.
Wednesday 13 April – After breakfast we checked out of the hotel heading directly to
the Phassouri reed beds where we spent a very profitable final hour bird watching.
Waders, herons and the Blue-cheeked Bee-eater flock were still present, whilst new
birds included a Spotted Crake which came out into the open and a European Starling.
It was difficult to pull ourselves away, but a road journey back to Paphos lay ahead, so
we reluctantly set off and by midday we were in Mandria close to the airport, for a
pleasant lunch at a small village restaurant. Our flights were again staggered, so group
by group we said our farewells and by late afternoon we had all boarded our
respective flights back to the UK, arriving safely home later that evening. The last
group out managed a fine male Eurasian Golden Oriole, a sign that the spring in had
yet more to give. What a fabulous place Cyprus is to spend a week bird watching.

The group had enjoyed a very successful trip with all the endemics and island
specialities showing well, together with a good selection of migrants. The group total
was a respectable 149 species. The bonhomie and fun amongst the group all assisted
in making it a very enjoyable birding trip. We are sure to return soon.
Many thanks to Nicholas, Mark, Jean and all three Peter’s for use of their lovely
photographs.
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